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PAPERS & NEXT STEPS IN ANALYSIS
Spokesman's introduction
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Papers
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Papers in progress

Papers in progress

Step IV field-on papers



Emitance reconstruction

• Moving to wise-persons meeting 15Jan17
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V. Blackmore



Next steps in analysis
• Data taking going well!

– Glitches come, and are overcome!

• Need to move into efficient analysis phase:
– Cant afford to “re-invent the wheel” …

• Standardise, as far as possible (afap):
– Event/beam selection:

» In particular u/s beamline, appertures, …

• Systematic error methodology
• … even, afap, plotting style to:

– Reduce unnecessary re-discussion of clarity
– Refine the “house style”

• Emittance measurement (Blackmore) paper:
– Will play this role for:

• U/s beam line:
– Noting that VB analysis uses muon (not pion) tune;

• U/s apperture specification:
– Almost final; is the tracker “butterfly” an issue
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Fixed points in analysis work
• C. Rogers will continue to organise analysis w/s

– Consider increased frequency?

• From CM50:

– Monday-–Wednesday: “paper work-ins”:

• Authors and wise people

– Thursday—Friday: plenary summaries and discussion:

• “Work-ins” will allow even higher standard of presentation
– Allow plenary discussion of in-principal or difficult issues
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STEP IV UPDATE
Spokesman's introduction
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Run plan for Cycle 2017/03
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Draft of run plan in 2017-03

Complicated run period involving at least two absorber changes and many different 
cooling channel magnet settings.

Starts with a pulser run at the end of next week (!)

Ends with either a week of contingency, or further running. Depends on how we’re 
doing with the program.

Assumes 24/7 staffing, that the absorbers can be changed in the short time allocated
and that ISIS operations are stable. 
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Cycle 2017/03
• Smooth data taking

• Plan held until quench of SSD in first flip-mode setting 
with SSD(M2) on
– More from CW

• Now ~48 hours behind schedule:
– Recovering time through appropriate compromises; and

– Weekend working to deliver absorber changes

• A fluid situation:
– Please attend daily meeting (09:30 GMT)!

• Repeated reporting is an additional load on the MOM!
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Cycles 2017/02 and 2017/03
• Need to complete:

1. Empty-channel scattering with LH2

2. Empty channel for LiH cooling measurement

3. LiH with SSD(M2)

4. Wedge absorber

5. High-field

• Cycle 2017/03:
– V. tight! Still can complete (on paper):

• Empty channel LH2, Empty channel LiH, LiH with M2D on
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✔

✔ SSD(M2-off)
Need to re-establish
operation with M2-on



DECOMISSIONING
Spokesman's introduction
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Initiating the discussion

• STFC is now formally asking for our plan to leave 
equipment in a safe state:
– Initiate discussion of ownership/reclaiming equipment at 

Friday’s MICE EB

• Make safe for Christmas break as always
• Framework:

– Accepted that:
• Equipment will remain in place until Jun18
• Magnets will be kept cold until end 2017/04 (end Mar18)

• Require to deliver a written plan early in next year
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CM50
Spokesman's update
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